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Superman: Lois and Clark-Dan Jurgens
2016-09-06 ROAD TO REBIRTH The Superman
and Lois Lane of the pre-New 52 DC Universe
return in SUPERMAN: LOIS AND CLARK, from
the creative team of Dan Jurgens and Lee Weeks!
THE LAST SON OF KRYPTON— AND THE LAST
DAUGHTER OF EARTH They were the first
couple of truth and justice, the Man of Steel and
the tough-as-nails reporter who was the love of
his life. Then came the Flashpoint…the
Convergence…and their world was wiped from
reality, replaced with the New 52 worlds that
make up the Multiverse. Now Lois and Clark, as
well as their young son, Jonathan, have been
transported to an Earth much like the one they
left behind, yet radically different. An Earth with
familiar heroes, familiar faces, familiar names,
but entirely different ages and attitudes. An
Earth with its own Lois Lane, its own Clark
Kent—its own Superman. An Earth where
Superman is distrusted—and where two
Supermen could cause a disaster. For years
they’ve stayed below the radar, with Clark
fighting evil under the cover of darkness and Lois
crusading against crime as an anonymous
journalist. But now all their secrets are about to
be exposed to a world far harsher than the one
they left behind—and Jonathan is caught in the
crossfire. Now only one question remains: Has
the time come for the original Man of Tomorrow
to reveal himself? Collects SUPERMAN: LOIS
AND CLARK #1-8.
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Superman: Reign of the Supermen-Dan
Jurgens 2016-04-05 SUPERMAN IS DEAD. But
now, four mysterious beings appear--all with the
powers and abilities of the Man of Steel! One
claims he is a clone from the DNA of Superman.
Another--half-man and half-machine--says he is
Superman with a cyborg body. Still another, a
cold redeemer of justice, states that he alone has
the right to wear the "S" shield. And, finally, an
armored figure who says he fights with the heart
and soul of Superman. Who is the true
Superman? DAN JURGENS (SUPERMAN: LOIS &
CLARK), JERRY ORDWAY (ADVENTURES OF
SUPERMAN), LOUISE SIMONSON (SUPERMAN:
THE MAN OF STEEL) and others introduce four
new Supermen to the DC Universe. The third of
four volumes chronicling the epic saga of the
Death and Return of Superman, collecting
ACTION COMICS #687-688, ADVENTURES OF
SUPERMAN #500-502, SUPERMAN #78-79,
SUPERMAN ANNUAL #5, SUPERMAN: THE
MAN OF STEEL #22-23 and SUPERMAN: THE
MAN OF STEEL ANNUAL #2!

Flashpoint Unwrapped-Geoff Johns 2018-02-27
Read the landmark storyline that launched the
New 52 as you’ve never seen it before, stripped
down to artist Andy Kubert’s original pencils!
Written by industry legend Geoff Johns, this
volume collects the full five-issue miniseries as
well as behind-the-scenes sketches and
commentary in FLASHPOINT UNWRAPPED!
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Everything Barry Allen knows has changed in a
flash. He’s the fastest man in the world, but this
is not his world. The course of history has been
changed, and a new reality has replaced his own.
Villains have become conquerors. Heroes have
become villains—or nothing at all. Humanity is
on the brink of all-out destruction. And the Flash,
powerless and friendless, has been brought to a
standstill. To undo what’s been done to reality,
Barry will need to recruit the warped versions of
the heroes he knew to help him. But whether
they succeed or fail, the world will never be the
same! Collects FLASHPOINT #1-5.

Lois & Clark-Jerry Siegel 1994 Graphic novel.

Superman: The Final Days of SupermanPeter J. Tomasi 2016-11-01 THE GREATEST
HERO THIS WORLD HAS EVER KNOWN… …IS
DYING. Superman’s body is failing him. With his
final days upon him, the Man of Steel reaches out
to his loved ones and most trusted allies to say
his goodbyes. Yet while he does so, the world is
greeted by new threats—a dangerous being alive
with fire, who insists to Lois Lane and anyone
else he meets that he is the one true Superman,
and a black-clad man whose appearance and
powers mirror those of Superman himself.
Alongside Batman, Wonder Woman and
Supergirl, the Man of Steel must fight one final
battle—seemingly against himself. Will Superman
die trying to save his adoptive world and those he
loves most? THE FINAL DAYS OF SUPERMAN
marks the beginning of an era, written by Peter J.
Tomasi (SUPERMAN) and illustrated by artists
Mikel Janín (BATMAN), Doug Mahnke
(SUPERMAN), Paul Pelletier (AQUAMAN), Dale
Eaglesham (SECRET SIX), Scot Eaton (THE NEW
52: FUTURES END), Ed Benes (JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA) and Jorge Jiménez
(EARTH 2: SOCIETY). Collects SUPERMAN
#51-52, ACTION COMICS #51-52,
BATMAN/SUPERMAN #31-32 and
SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN #28-29.

Mike Perkins team up for a tale of conspiracy,
intrigue and murder that pushes even Lois to her
limits.

Superman Reborn-Dan Jurgens 2017-09-19
Superman is reborn, as acclaimed creators Peter
J. Tomasi (SUPER SONS), Dan Jurgens (THE
DEATH OF SUPERMAN), Patrick Gleason
(BATMAN AND ROBIN) and Doug Mahnke
(SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN) present the
first major Superman crossover of the DC
Rebirth era in SUPERMAN REBORN. Everything
is perfect for Superman. He has a loving wife, a
son he loves more than anything in the world and
heÕs once again EarthÕs greatest hero. But
thereÕs still one piece of the puzzle that doesnÕt
quite fit: Who is the man whoÕs calling himself
Clark KentÉwho as far as anyone can tell is Clark
Kent? Finally, itÕs time for the mystery to be
solved. Whoever the fake Clark is, his identity is
starting to unravelÉand with it, so is
SupermanÕs reality. The life he shared with Lois
is disappearing before his eyes, including the
most precious thing of allÑtheir son, Jon. Now, to
save his son, Superman must face one of his
deadliest enemies and discover a secret with
grave implications for the entire DC Universe:
not just who Clark Kent is, but who Superman
himself truly is. Collects ACTION COMICS
#973-976 and SUPERMAN #18-19.

Superman: The Golden Age-Jerry Siegel
2016-03-22 When the last son of Krypton was
sent to Earth, one of the greatest legends of all
time was born. This edition collects some of the
earliest tales of Superman as they were first
published. Written and drawn by his creators,
Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, included here are
the orginal first appearances of Lois Lane, Jimmy
Olsen, and Superman's alter ego Clark Kent, as
well as the Man of Steel's first use of his x-ray
vision. Collects Action Comics #1-12, Superman
#1-4 and World's Fair Comics #1.

Lois and Clark-C. J. Cherryh 1998
Lois Lane (2019-) #1-Greg Rucka 2019-07-03
On the road and out of Metropolis—and carrying
a secret that could disrupt Superman’s life—Lois
Lane embarks on a harrowing journey to uncover
a threat to her husband and a plot that reaches
the highest levels of international power brokers
and world leaders. Critically acclaimed and bestselling author Greg Rucka and master storyteller
superman-lois-and-clark-tp-superman-dc-road-to-rebirth

Superman Vol. 1: Before Truth-Gene Luen
Yang 2016-04-12 A new era for the Man of Steel
begins here„crafted by National Book Award
nominee Gene Luen Yang (AMERICAN BORN
CHINESE) and legendary artists John Romita Jr.
(KICK-ASS, THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN) and
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Klaus Janson (BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS). Superman is going through some
changes. First, thereÍs his new ñsolar flareî
power, which releases tremendous amounts of
energy but leaves him functionally
human„fragile, vulnerable, prone to
hangovers„for 24 hours. But an even bigger
change is coming. A new company called Hordr
has sprung up, and its business is secrets. If you
have one that you want to keep hidden, Hordr
can control you„and no one has a bigger secret
than Clark Kent. Now, Hordr is threatening to
expose ClarkÍs alter ego unless he does
everything they command. Will Superman play
into the hands of blackmailers to keep his loved
ones out of danger? And if the truth that
Superman has been hiding is exposed, will it set
him free„or ruin his life? Collects issues #40-44
and the 8-page Superman story from
DIVERGENCE: FCBD SPECIAL EDITION #1.

All Star Superman-Grant Morrison 2011
Superman, dying from solar radiation, tries to
make final preparations that will help humans
defend themselves after his death while
continuing to defend humanity from such foes as
Lex Luthor.

Superman - Action Comics Vol. 2: Welcome
to the Planet-Dan Jurgens 2017-04-25 As
Metropolis recovers from the devastating attack
by Doomsday, a mysterious figure claiming to be
Clark Kent steps into the spotlight to clear his
name and prove once and for all that he is not
the Man of Steel. But who is this mild-mannered
reporter, really? And what impact will his sudden
appearance have on the fragile new lives that
Superman, Lois Lane and their son, Jon, have
carefully built for themselves since escaping from
their own doomed universe? The answers won't
be easy to find-or easy to hear. But with the
mysteries surrounding the loss of Superman's
predecessor growing ever deeper, uncovering
the truth has become a top priority for everyone,
including self-appointed Superman Lex Luthor,
the mysterious new Superwoman and the Daily
Planet's best investigative reporter, Lois Lanecurrently missing and presumed dead. Legendary
writer Dan Jurgens is joined by top comics
talents Patch Zircher, Stephen Segovia and Tom
Grummett for this next great chapter in the saga
of the Man of Steel! Collecting ACTION COMICS
#963-966 and an introductory tale from JUSTICE
LEAGUE #52, SUPERMAN: ACTION COMICS
superman-lois-and-clark-tp-superman-dc-road-to-rebirth

VOL. 2 - WELCOME TO THE PLANET also
includes a special sketchbook section from
Jurgens and Segovia.

Luthor (DC Black Label Edition)-Brian
Azzarello 2019-11-12 The superstar, critically
acclaimed team behind BATMAN: DAMNED and
JOKER deliver a bold story in which readers get a
glimpse into the mind of Superman’s longtime
foe, revealing why Luthor chooses to be the
proverbial thorn in the Man of Steel’s side: to
save humanity from an untrustworthy alien
being. Celebrate the tenth anniversary of
LUTHOR with this brand new DC Black Label
edition.

Superman for All Seasons-Jeph Loeb 1999
Recounts some of Superman's earliest
adventures including leaving Smallville for
Metropolis and battling his enemy, Lex Luthor.
Reprint.

Reign of Doomsday-Paul Cornell 2012-02
Superman's foe Doomsday kidnaps Superboy,
Supergirl, Steel, and the Eradicator as bait for
Lex Luthor's revenge on Superman.

Superman: American Alien-Max Landis
2016-10-13 Max Landis, acclaimed screenwriter
of the hit film CHRONICLE, presents seven
stories from the life of the man who will be the
Man of Steel, seven pivotal moments that turned
a sometimes good, sometimes angry, sometimes
funny, always human, all-American alien into the
world’s first superhero. THIS IS NOT A
SUPERMAN COMIC. This is the story of Clark
Kent, a Kansas farm boy who happens to be from
another planet. It’s the story of a scared young
kid with impossible powers, of a teenage
delinquent with a lot to learn, of a reporter with
a nose for the truth who’s keeping the biggest
secret the world has ever known. This is not the
Superman you know. Not yet. Illustrated by some
of the greatest artists in comics today-including
Jock (BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR), Francis
Manapul (DETECTIVE COMICS), Jae Lee
(BATMAN/SUPERMAN), Joëlle Jones (LADY
KILLER), Nick Dragotta (EAST OF WEST) and
more with covers by Ryan Sook (ACTION
COMICS)-SUPERMAN: AMERICAN ALIEN tells
the very human story of the Last Son of Krypton.
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Superman: The Death of Superman (2016
Edition)-Dan Jurgens 2016-04-05 THE EPIC
EVENT THAT SHOCKED A NATION AND
CHANGED SUPERMAN FOREVER! Doomsday. A
creature with single-minded purpose of death
and destruction. He has landed on Earth, laying
waste to anything--and anyone--who dares stand
in his way. The Justice League makes a valiant,
but ultimately desperate, attempt to stop the
unknown juggernaut. When the beast nears
Metropolis, Superman answers the call to stop
him. And then the unthinkable happens. The Man
of Steel...is dead. Join DAN JURGENS
(SUPERMAN: LOIS & CLARK), JERRY ORDWAY
(ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN), LOUISE
SIMONSON (SUPERMAN: THE MAN OF
STEEL), and many more as they bring you the
seminal moment in the history of the DC
Universe and the world itself. Collects ACTION
COMICS #18-20, ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN
#496-498, SUPERMAN #73-75, SUPERMAN:
THE MAN OF STEEL #17-19, and for the first
time ever in a collected edition, NEWSTIME:
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF SUPERMAN.

Superman's Girl Friend Lois Lane
(1958-1973) #9-Robert Bernstein 2019-07-25
“THE MOST HATED GIRL IN METROPOLIS.”
When a story that Lois had written and
subsequently discarded is found by the Daily
Planet copyboy and published, everyone believes
Lois has deliberately revealed Superman’s secret
identity.

Doomed-Scott Lobdell 2016-02-23 In the
aftermath of Superman: Doomed, Doomsday
spores have given a Metropolis U student the
ability to mutate into a hulking monstrosity.
Using his powers to save the day, can he find the
balance between school, work and his new
position as superhero? Legendary writer Scott
Lobdell and artist Javi Fernandez present one of
the most unique and daring titles in DC Comics
history in "Doomed Vol. 1." Collects issues #1-6.

Superman Adventures Vol. 1-Paul Dini
2015-11-17 Based on the beloved animated
series-Superman takes flight! Superman: The
Animated Series was an instant classic,
developed by the same team behind the beloved
Batman: The Animated Series and featuring some
of the greatest Superman adventures ever
superman-lois-and-clark-tp-superman-dc-road-to-rebirth

committed to film. Dive back into the world of
Superman: The Animated Series with this
collection of comics, featuring the iconic cast and
some legendary creators! SUPERMAN
ADVENTURES VOL. 1 collects #1-20 and
features stories by animated series co-creator
Paul Dini (BATMAN: MAD LOVE) and acclaimed
comics creator Scott McCloud (Understanding
Comics, Zot!) and gorgeous animated-style art
from Rick Burchett (THE BATMAN
ADVENTURES). SUPERMAN ADVENTURES is
the perfect book for Superman fans of all ages!

Smallville Season 11 Vol. 1: The GuardianBryan Q. Miller 2013-08-20 A New York Times
Bestseller! When we left Clark Kent at the end of
Smallville Season 10, he had finally donned the
iconic Superman suit and set out to defend Earth
from Apokolips. Picking up six months later,
Smallville Season 11 explores Clark's
understanding of the true power of his Superman
identity, its effect on those close to him and its
ability to inspire the people of Earth. Smallville
Season 11 features Clarke as well as fan-favorite
characters including Oliver Queen/Green Arrow,
Chloe Sullivan-Queen, Lois Lane, Lex Luthor, and
General Lane.

The Final Days of Superman-Peter J. Tomasi
2016-11-01 THE GREATEST HERO THIS WORLD
HAS EVER KNOWN... ...IS DYING. Superman's
body is failing him. With his final days upon him,
the Man of Steel reaches out to his loved ones
and most trusted allies to say his goodbyes. Yet
while he does so, the world is greeted by new
threats--a dangerous being alive with fire, who
insists to Lois Lane and anyone else he meets
that he is the one true Superman, and a blackclad man whose appearance and powers mirror
those of Superman himself. Alongside Batman,
Wonder Woman and Supergirl, the Man of Steel
must fight one final battle--seemingly against
himself. Will Superman die trying to save his
adoptive world and those he loves most? THE
FINAL DAYS OF SUPERMAN marks the
beginning of an era, written by Peter J. Tomasi
(SUPERMAN) and illustrated by artists Mikel
Jan�n (BATMAN), Doug Mahnke (SUPERMAN),
Paul Pelletier (AQUAMAN), Dale Eaglesham
(SECRET SIX), Scot Eaton (THE NEW 52:
FUTURES END), Ed Benes (JUSTICE LEAGUE
OF AMERICA) and Jorge Jim�nez (EARTH 2:
SOCIETY). Collects SUPERMAN #51-52,
ACTION COMICS #51-52, BATMAN/SUPERMAN
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#31-32 and SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN
#28-29.

Superman's Girl Friend Lois Lane
(1958-1973) #13-Robert Bernstein 2019-08-29
"INTRODUCING... LOIS LANE'S PARENTS!" Lois
Lane is excited to return to her hometown of
Pittsdale where she has been invited to attend
the 100th anniversary of the Pittsdale Star, the
newspaper that Lois Lane worked at before
moving to Metropolis and got her job at the Daily
Planet.

The Death of Superman-Dan Jurgens 1993
Superman meets his end while confronting a
mysterious, and seemingly indestructible,
adversary called Doomsday

Superman: Man of Tomorrow (2020-) #4Robert Venditti 2020-05-11 A monstrous creature
is appearing in the countryside outside of
Metropolis and putting the beatdown on
Superman. Can Clark Kent solve the mystery
behind this muck beast or will Superman be
buried for good?!

Superman: The Man of Steel Vol. 5-John
Byrne 2017-04-11 The fifth collection of
Superman tales from the 1980s, featuring
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #432-435,
ACTION COMICS #592-593 and SUPERMAN
#9-10! Superman encounters the new hero
Gangbuster, faces the menace of the Joker, teams
up with Mister Miracle and Big Barda, and
inadvertently becomes Metropolis's greatest
menace!

Batman Vol. 3: I Am Bane-Tom King
2017-09-05 Superstar artist David Finch
(WONDER WOMAN) completes his run on the
Dark Knight in BATMAN VOL. 3: I AM BANE, the
stunning new chapter in writer Tom KingÕs (THE
SHERIFF OF BABYLON) wildly acclaimed
Batman saga. He is not a joke. He is not a riddle.
He is not a bird or a cat or a penguin, not a
scarecrow or a plant or a puppet. He is not a
fairy tale or a circus act, a broken friend or a
regretful mentor. He is no rich boy pretending to
be a knight. He is Bane. The Batman invaded his
home, scarred his mind and broke his back. Now
Bane has returned to Gotham City for a single
superman-lois-and-clark-tp-superman-dc-road-to-rebirth

purpose: break the Batman once and for all. But
first, heÕll destroy everyone the Dark Knight has
ever lovedÉor loathed. The young heroes whoÕve
worn the mantle of Robin. The cops, crimefighters and vigilantes who make up BatmanÕs
army of allies. Even the madmen and monsters
that haunt the halls of Arkham Asylum. Batman
will need all of their helpÑand moreÑto fend off
this unstoppable challenger. Because both Bane
and Batman know one thing: only one of them
will walk away from their final confrontation
unbrokenÉ Collects stories from BATMAN
#16-20, 23-24 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1.

Previews- 1999

Superman: Rebirth (2016) #1-Peter J. Tomasi
2016-06-01 The world needs a Man of Steel, but
can Superman protect the world while raising a
super-son with his wife, Lois Lane? IT BEGINS:
Now it's Clark's turn to be Pa Kent and teach his
son what it means to be super, but who is
hunting Superman's son—and why?

Superman: Action Comics Vol. 2: Leviathan
Rising-Brian Michael Bendis 2019 "Superman
created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, by
special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel
family."

Titans Hunt-Dan Abnett 2016-09-20 THE
SECRET HISTORY OF THE TEEN TITANS
REVEALED! Robin. Wonder Girl. Speedy.
Aqualad. Hawk and Dove. There was a time when
these and other young heroes were synonymous
with justice. They were the Teen Titans, one of
the greatest superhero teams in the entire
Multiverse…but that Multiverse has changed,
and the time of the Titans has been wiped from
the world. So why are Dick Grayson and Roy
Harper-now better known as Nightwing and
Arsenal-experiencing memories of a world they
never knew? What compels them to hunt for an
Atlantean named Garth and an Amazon named
Donna Troy? What dangerous secrets connect
them to a powerful stranger, a mysterious
psychic and an odd couple-and what do those
secrets mean for the fate of all life on Earth?
Somehow, somewhere, somewhen, these men
and women were Titans. Now the hunt is on for
the force that can reunite them so the Titans can
tower once more… One of the DC Universe’s
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premier teams returns for the first time in years
in TITANS HUNT! Join writer Dan Abnett and
artists Paulo Siqueira and Stephen Segovia as
they uncover the titanic mystery behind it all!
Collects TITANS HUNT #1-8, JUSTICE LEAGUE
#51 and TITANS REBIRTH #1.

Superman Unchained: Deluxe Edition (The
New 52)-Scott Snyder 2014-12-16 Comics'
biggest writer! Comics' biggest artist! Comics'
greatest hero! Unchained at last! From the skies
above Metropolis to the four corners of the globe
to the star-streaked spaceways beyond, one man
is synonymous with the word "hero." Since his
arrival marked the dawn of the superhero age,
Superman has waged a never-ending battle for
truth and justice, no matter when or where. But
before the dawn came the darkness. When
another with incredible power, far more than
that of mortal man, fell to the Earth. One who
could spell the end for the Man of Steel. From
the mind of superstar writer Scott Snyder
(BATMAN: ZERO YEAR) and legendary artist Jim
Lee (JUSTICE LEAGUE) comes SUPERMAN
UNCHAINED„a widescreen, cutting-edge take on
the hero who started it all! Collects SUPERMAN
UNCHAINED #1-9 and material from
SUPERMAN UNCHAINED DIRECTORS CUT #1.

Studies in Popular Culture- 1998

Superman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book
1 (Rebirth)-Peter J. Tomasi 2017-10-03 The
superstar creative team of Peter J. Tomasi,
Patrick Gleason, Doug Mahnke and a host of
comicsÕ most exciting artists proudly present
SUPERMAN: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION
BOOK ONEÑan incredible collection of the allnew adventures of the Man of Steel in this first
hardcover collection of the new Rebirth series,
exploding from DCÕs blockbuster Rebirth event!
Rocketed from his dying homeworld as an infant,
he became his adopted planetÕs greatest
champion. Then he and his familyÑhis wife, Lois
Lane, and their son, Jonathan KentÑnarrowly
escaped the destruction of their entire universe.
They emerged on a new Earth, where a younger,
brasher breed of superheroes held sway. And
when the valiant young Superman of this
strangely familiar reality fell in the line of duty,
the original Man of Steel stepped out of the
shadows to take his place. Now, in addition to
battling threats from around the world and
superman-lois-and-clark-tp-superman-dc-road-to-rebirth

across the universe, Superman must fight to earn
the trust of his newly adopted planetÕs other
protectorsÑas well as his curious small-town
neighbors. Most of all, he must teach young
Jonathan how to harness his ever-increasing
abilities and wield them in the service of truth
and justiceÑas a child of two worlds, this
grandson of KryptonÕs potential is rivaled only
by the dangers he will face. Collects the first two
paperback collections SUPERMAN #1-13 and the
SUPERMAN: REBIRTH one-shot.

Superman: The City of Tomorrow Vol. 1-Jeph
Loeb 2019-12-17 A new millennium brings a new
era for the Man of Steel, thanks to some of the
biggest names in comics! The Son of Mongul
debuts! Superman fights his Kryptonian
ancestor! Etrigan poses as Santa Claus!
Obsession returns-or is it "Mrs. Superman"? If
that's not enough, Metropolis gets a major
upgrade thanks to Brainiac 13, looking to bring
the city into the 64th century! Collects
SUPERMAN #151-154, SUPERMAN: Y2K #1,
SUPERMAN: THE MAN OF STEEL #95-98,
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #573-576 and
ACTION COMICS #760-763.

Superman (2016-) #1-Peter J. Tomasi
2016-06-15 "THE SON OF SUPERMAN" part one.
The Last Son of Krypton must decide whether to
help his young son use his new and rapidly
increasing abilities, or hide them from the world.
THE CREATORS: The team supreme that
brought fans the adventures of Damian Wayne in
BATMAN AND ROBIN returns for the adventures
of Superman and his offspring.

Super Sons: The Polarshield Project-Ridley
Pearson 2019-04-02 The polar ice caps have
nearly melted away, causing devastation to
coastal cities. Erratic, deadly weather forces
everyone inland, tearing families apart. Earth is
facing its greatest crisisÑand Superman and
Batman are nowhere to be found. Jon Kent and
Damian Wayne are opposite in every way except
oneÑthey are the sons of the WorldÕs Greatest
Heroes! To uncover a global conspiracy, this
unlikely dynamic duo will need to learn to trust
each other and work together to save the Earth.
But who is the mysterious Candace? And what
secrets does she hold that could be the key to
everything? From New York Times bestselling
author Ridley Pearson (Kingdom Keepers) and
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artist Ile Gonzalez comes the first original
graphic novel in an epic three-part series that
follows the Super Sons of Superman and Batman
as they struggle to find their place in a rapidly
changing world!

Kingdom Come (New Edition)-Mark Waid
2008-09-30 The unforgettable, best-selling
miniseries by acclaimed writer Mark Waid and
superstar painter Alex Ross returns, with a
sketchbook section, annotations on the series,
rare art and more! Set just after the dawn of the
21st Century in a world spinning inexorably out
of control comes this grim tale of youth versus
experience, tradition versus change and what
defines a hero. KINGDOM COME is a riveting
story pitting the old guard-Superman, Batman,
Wonder Woman and their peers against a new
uncompromising generation and ultimately in the
final war against each other to determine nothing
less than the future of the planet.

Superman: Doomed-Charles Soule 2015-03-31
Its name is Doomsday. It came from the Phantom
Zone, where the Man of Steel had banished it
once before. Bigger. Deadlier. Capable of killing
life on Earth. Only Superman can stop it. But
even that is not the end. Evil is in its blood. And
when that blood is spilled, the innocent will fall and Superman himself will discover the monster
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within. The Last Son of Krypton may become a
destroyer of worlds himself, leaving the Earth
without its greatest protector. Superman and his
allies each must make a choice. If they unleash
the monster, will they lose the man? Is this
Earth's last shot at salvation, or are Superman
and everyone he cares aboutÉ Collects
SUPERMAN #30-31, ACTION COMICS #31-35,
ACTION COMICS ANNUAL #3,
SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN #8-12,
SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN ANNUAL #1,
SUPERGIRL #34-35, BATMAN/SUPERMAN #11
and SUPERMAN: DOOMED #1-2 with select
pages from ACTION COMICS #30 and
SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN #7.

Final Crisis (DC Essential Edition)-Grant
Morrison 2019-04-09 What happens when evil
wins? ThatÕs the question Superman, Batman,
the Justice League and every being in the DC
Universe must face when Darkseid and his
otherworldly legion of fanatical followers defeat
the WorldÕs Greatest Heroes. How will they rally
back? More importantly...can they? Collects
FINAL CRISIS #1-7, DC UNIVERSE #0, FINAL
CRISIS: SUPERMAN BEYOND #1-2 and
BATMAN #682-683 as a DC Essential Edition!
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